Croma 100
®

Our shower

Croma 100. Our shower.
®

Do you take a shower to refresh yourself, to have fun,
to relax, or simply to get clean?
Whatever the reason, Croma 100 oﬀers you more:
More size – the large showerhead with a diameter of 100 mm lets the
water pour down over you more expansively.
More design – with its clear, timeless shape, Croma 100 blends
perfectly into any bathroom.
More functionality – thanks to a variety of spray modes, the Croma 100
matches even the most diverse ways of showering.

The Croma 100 range has the right shower for everyone.
Whether you like holding the shower in your hand, whether you
want to enjoy the shower rain from an overhead shower or have
a total experience with water coming from all sides –
the Croma 100 shower collection makes it all possible.
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Showerhead with a
diameter of 100 mm
Croma 100 Multi and
Croma 100 Vario full-scale

Croma 100 hand showers
®

Big and beautiful – that is how showers should
be these days! Croma 100, with its large spray
surface, provides an expansive, soft shower
rain and its clear design with ergonomic handle
and ﬂat showerhead also goes perfectly with
any bathroom, no matter what your lifestyle.

Croma® 100 Multi Hand shower

Three spray modes
By turning the spray disc
you can choose between
three diﬀerent spray modes.

Rain
Expansive shower rain: As
soft as the summer rain. The
soft feel of the all-over Rain
spray is a real treat.

Massage
Pulsating hydro massage:
This powerful rotating
massage spray relaxes your
muscles and revitalises your
body.

Mono
For a Kneipp spa in your own
home. The clear, concentrated,
gently flowing Mono spray is
ideal for alternating hot and
cold treatments.

Normal
Not too strong, not too soft
– the invigorating normal
spray can be used in various
ways.

Shampoo
This powerful, abundant spray
rinses shampoo out of your
hair thoroughly and fast.

Croma® 100 Vario Hand shower

Variojet system
You can vary the strength of
the spray by turning the spray
disc – from a soft shower rain
to an invigorating massage
spray.

Rain
The soft shower rain comes
from all spray nozzles and
eﬃciently moistens your skin
all over.

Massage
The concentrated massage
spray is especially suited
to focussed massage of a
particular point.

Rubit®

No chance for lime scale
thanks to the Rubit anti-lime
scale function. Lime scale on
the elastic silicone nipples can
be simply rubbed off.
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Shower support and
shower sets
Together in perfection! Hand shower, shower
support and hose are a perfect match. Also,
you always have a secure hold of your shower
– in any position, at any height, in the shower
or the bath. The shiny chrome surfaces look
fantastic and are particularly hygienic and
easy to clean.

Height adjustability
By slightly turning the pin
handle, you can adjust the
slider to the exact height
you want – shower fun for
adults and little ones.

Angle adjustability
Just a twist of the hand and
you can adjust the angle of
the shower support to direct
the spray in the best possible
way. Ideal for water massage
of an exact point.

Shower support
In the Porter’S, the Croma
100 hand shower is always
within reach, also right next
to the bath tub.

Hygiene
The shower hose in shining
chrome is not only an eyecatcher, but is also very
easy to clean thanks to its
smooth surface.

Shelf
A clip adjusts the height of
the chromed Cassetta’C
so that shower gels and
shampoo bottles are always
within reach.
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®

Croma 100 Showerpanel
®

What shower fun! Not only does the Croma
100 Showerpanel oﬀer you a completely
new shower experience, it is also an exclusive
eye catcher in every bathroom, thanks to its
uncompromisingly purist design. The height
adjustable hand shower and three additional
side showers with invigorating massage spray
provide endless shower fun. With its slim
aluminium proﬁle and high-quality detailing in
chrome, the Showerpanel ﬁts every shower
cabin in terms of both space and looks. What’s
more, the Showerpanel can be installed in
existing bathrooms without great eﬀort.

Height adjustability
A tailor-made shower for
everyone! With the slider
integrated in the slot, the
height of the Croma 100 is
almost inﬁnitely variable.

Two angle adjustments
Placed horizontally, the hand
shower becomes a comfortable overhead shower.
It can also be positioned
directly towards the body for
an efficient massage effect.

Operation
The manual single lever
mixer makes it easy to
choose the amount and
temperature of the water.

Diverter
With the diverter discreetly
placed on the side, you can
easily add the side showers
or turn them oﬀ.

Shelf
Good-looking and practical
at the same time: the chromed
housing and railing.

Croma 100 Multi
By turning the spray disc
you can choose between
three diﬀerent spray modes.

Rain
Lush shower rain: As soft as
the summer rain. The soft
feel of the all-over Rain
spray is a real treat.

Massage
Pulsating hydro massage:
This powerful rotating
massage spray relaxes your
muscles and revitalises
your body.

Mono
For a Kneipp spa in your own
home. The clear, concentrated,
gently flowing Mono spray is
ideal for alternating hot and
cold treatments.

Side showers
With their powerful triple
turbo spray, the side showers
provide healthy, invigorating
hydro massages.
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Croma 100 Product overview
®

Croma 100 Multi Hand shower
# 28536000
Croma 100 Multi Hand shower 9.4 l/min
# 28538000

Croma 100 Vario Hand shower
# 28535000
Croma 100 Vario Hand shower 9.4 l/min
# 28537000

Unica’C Wall bar
90 cm with Isiflex shower hose 1.60 m
# 27610000
Unica’C shower bar
65 cm with Isiflex shower hose 1.60 m
# 27611000
Cassetta’C Soap dish
# 28678000
See shower sets for picture

Croma 100 Multi set
with Unica’C Wall bar 90 cm
# 27774000
with Unica’C Wall bar 65 cm
# 27775000
with Unica’C Wall bar 65 cm
Hand shower with adjustable water
through-flow 9.4 l/min
# 27777000
Croma 100 Vario Set
with Unica’C Wall bar 90 cm
# 27771000
with Unica’C Wall bar 65 cm
# 27772000
with Unica’C Wall bar 65 cm
Hand shower with adjustable water through-flow
9.4 l/min
# 27776000
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Croma 100 Multi Shower combi
with Unica’C Wall bar 90 cm and
Ecostat 1001 SL exposed thermostat
# 27085000
Croma 100 Multi Shower combi
with Unica’C Wall bar 65 cm and
Ecostat 1001 SL exposed thermostat
# 27086000

Croma 100 Multi Overhead shower
with ball joint
(without shower arm)
# 27441000
Shower arm 140 mm
# 27411000

Croma 100 Vario Overhead shower
with ball joint
(without shower arm)
# 27443000
Shower arm 140 mm
# 27411000

Same spray modes as for hand shower

Same spray modes as for hand shower

Croma 100 Multi set
with Porter’S and Isiflex shower hose
1.25 m
# 27593000
with Porter’S and Isiflex shower hose
1.60 m
# 27595000
Porter’S shower support
# 28331000

Croma 100 Vario set
with Porter’S and Isiflex shower hose
1.25 m
# 27592000
with Porter’S and Isiflex shower hose
1.60 m
# 27594000
Porter’S shower support
# 28331000

Fixfit S Hose connector DN15
# 27453000
Fixfit S Hose connector DN15
with back-flow prevention
# 27456000

Croma 100 manual Showerpanel
with Croma 100 Multi hand shower
# 27105000
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